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TU # 1: Which of these was NOT the name of a higher-temperature room at the public baths:  tepidarium, 
UNCTORIUM, caldarium, laconicum? 

B1: What was the primary activity in the unctorium
 OILING/SCRAPING 

? 

B2: In a bath complex, what was the purpose of a piscīna nātatōria? 
 SWIMMING 
 
TU # 2: Who in mythology, the son of Ctesius, was stolen away as a child by his Phoenician 
  nurse and sold as a slave to Laertes, the king of Ithaka?                   EUMAEUS 
  In what fashion did Eumaeus serve both Laertes and his son Odysseus?      SWINEHERD 
  What goatherd in the Odyssey was a rival to Eumaeus and went so far as to kick 
  Odysseus while disguised as a beggar?               MELANTHIUS 
 
TU # 3:  The assimilation into the Roman population of what former enemy tribe caused Romulus to add 

another hundred members to the Senate? 
 SABINES  
B1: By what name was Romulus known after he was deified? 
 QUIRINUS 
B2: Which of the tribes comprising the Comitia Curiata was formed from the Sabines? 
 TITIĒS 
 
TU # 4: Translate the relative pronoun into Latin for the following sentence: “The generals, whose  
  orders we follow, will lead us to victory.”                               QUŌRUM 
 ...“At the time in which the gladiators entered the arena, the spectators were cheering.”  

             QUŌ 
 ...“This is the sword with which Seneca killed himself.”         QUŌ                                 
 
TU # 5: What young man's flaming body fell into the Eridanus River from the chariot which he was driving 

across the sky? 
 PHAETHON 
B1: Which young man’s flaming body would you have seen on a wheel? 
 IXION 
B2: Whose flaming body was struck by lightning on top of a funeral pyre that he himself had built? 
 HERACLES / HERCULES 
 
TU # 6: Quid Anglicē significat “tertius”?                          THIRD 
  Quid Anglicē significat “tantus”?     SO GREAT / SO MUCH 
  Quid Anglicē significat adverbium “tantum”?                      ONLY 
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TU # 7: Listen carefully to the following passage, which I will read twice.  Then answer IN LATIN 
 the question that follows. 
 In Britanniā habitābat puer, Harrius Potter nōmine. Puer, cuius māter paterque ā 
  virō malō necātī erant, cum sorōre mātris habitābat. Quōdam diē, epistula ad casam 
 eius missa est in quā hoc scrīptum erat:“Statim, Harrī, dēbēs venīre ad scholam 

Hogvartensem!” 
In quā patriā puer vīxit?                                (IN) BRITANNIĀ 
A quō parentēs Harrī Potterī necātī sunt?                    (A) VIRŌ MALŌ 

 Quō Harrius īre dēbet?      (AD) SCHOLAM (HOGVARTENSEM) 
 
TU # 8: Translate the following modern English saying, given here in Latin:  "Melius tardē quam 

numquam." 
 BETTER LATE THAN NEVER 
B1: For 5 points each, identify the following modern English saying, given here in Latin, and tell me 

what use of the Ablative case is found in it:  "Sanguis aquā dēnsior est." 
 BLOOD IS THICKER THAN WATER 
 ABLATIVE OF COMPARISON 
 
TU # 9: Which of the following battles did NOT take place during the civil war of  
   Caesar and the Pompeians: Pharsalus, Alesia, Thapsus, Munda?          ALESIA 
 What enemy commander did Caesar defeat at Alesia in 52 B.C.?    VERCINGETORIX 
 Where did Caesar defeat the sons of Pompey in 45 B.C.? 
                                           MUNDA 
 
TU # 10: What derivative of the Latin noun pax, pacis means “to placate someone by 
  acceding or giving into their demands”?                            APPEASE / PACIFY 
 What derivative of the Latin adjective sōlus means “deserted of people and in  
  a state of bleak and dismal emptiness”?                             DESOLATE 
 What derivative of the Latin adjective aequus means “to use ambiguous language  
  in order to conceal the truth or avoid committing oneself”?           EQUIVOCATE 
 
TU # 11: The Romans used many different adjectives to describe the word toga depending  
     upon the use of the garment. What adjective would the Romans have used  
     to describe a toga worn by a general who was celebrating a triumph?         PICTA 
  What adjective would the Romans have used to describe the toga of one  
  mourning the death of a family member?                PULLA / SORDIDA / ATRA 
  What adjective would the Romans have used to describe the toga worn by  
  a dictator?                                        PRAETEXTA 
 
TU # 12: According to Vergil, when the Trojan Aeneas arrives at the shores of Latium, what Rutulian prince 
becomes his primary antagonist?          TURNUS 
 Turnus initiated a conflict with Aeneas because the woman to whom he was betrothed  
  was then given by her father to Aeneas. Who was she?         LAVINIA  
 Aeneas kills Turnus in a fit of rage after seeing whose 
  sword belt?                                     PALLAS’ 
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TU # 13: For the verb dīcō, give the 3rd

                                                    DĪXERANT 
 person plural pluperfect active indicative. 

 Change dīxerant to the future tense.         DĪCENT 
 Change dīcent to the passive tense.                       DĪCENTUR 
 
TU # 14: Who gave much of the land of the eastern part of the Roman Empire to his children in the year 34 

BC by the so-called "Donations of Alexandria"? 
 MARCUS ANTONIUS 
B1: Whom did Marcus Antonius divorce in 32 BC? 
 OCTAVIA, SISTER OF OCTAVIAN 
B2: What document, seized by Octavian, helped him in a propaganda war against Antony? 
 ANTONY'S WILL 
 
TU # 15: Give the comparative and superlative forms of the Latin adverb ferōciter
 FERŌCIUS, FERŌCISSIMĒ  

. 

B1: Give the comparative and superlative forms of the Latin adjective mala
 PEIOR, PESSIMA 

. 

B2: Give the comparative and superlative forms of the Latin adjective multum
 PLŪS, PLŪRIMUM 

. 

 
TU # 16: Translate the following sentence into Latin: The senator wanted to give water to a horse. 
  SENĀTOR AQUAM EQUŌ DARE VOLĒBAT / VOLUIT 
B1:  The senator himself preferred to drink wine. 
  SENĀTOR IPSE VĪNUM BIBERE MĀLĒBAT / MĀLUIT 
B2:  The horse didn’t want to drink the water because he wanted the wine. 
  EQUUS NŌLĒBAT / NŌLUIT AQUAM BIBERE QUOD VĪNUM VOLĒBAT / VOLUIT 
 
TU # 17: Who was the mother of Zeus' most formidable enemy, the monster Typhoeus? 
 GE / GAIA 
B1: What prediction did Ge give to Zeus about his first wife? 
 SHE WOULD BEAR HIM A SON WHO WOULD OVERTHROW HIM (AFTER SHE HAD 

BORN HIM A DAUGHTER) 
B2: Name one of the groups of offspring that were born to Ge from the drops of blood of the castrated 

Uranus. 
 FURIES (ERINYES), GIANTS, MELIAE/MELIC NYMPHS 
 
TU # 18: Which of these words is NOT derived from the Latin verb iaciō, iacere
 eject, jet, projection, ADJACENT, adjective? 

? 

B1: Which of these words is NOT derived from the Latin word iungere
 conjoined, JUNKET, subjunctive, conjugation? 

? 

B2: Which of these words is NOT derived from the Latin word quaerere
 inquire, conquest, prerequisite, acquisition, UNREQUITED? 

? 
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TU # 19: Name any three of the children of Zeus and Mnemosyne. 
 (THE MUSES, AND THEY ARE:  CLIO, EUTERPE, THALIA, MELPOMENE, TERPSICHORE, 

ERATO, POLYHYMNIA, URANIA, AND CALLIOPE) 
B2: Of what was their mother Mnemosyne the goddess? 
 MEMORY 
B2: What information did the Muses pass along to the Theban Sphinx? 
 THE RIDDLE IT ASKED TRAVELERS 
 
TU # 20: What two word Latin phrase might be written or stamped in a book by a  
  librarian to designate that it belongs to the library’s collection?           EX LIBRIS 
 What Latin phrase would be used to describe a narrative which does not start   
  at the “beginning” per se, but at some other critical junction in the  
  text?             IN MEDIAS RES 
 What Latin phrase would be used to describe someone who always invites 
  themselves to the party without being asked?    PERSONA NON GRATA 
 


